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○○ Attendance registers
○○ Support for the provision of

From the Editor - Ken Cerini

service, consistent with the IEP

○○ Documentation of communications

with CPSE’s when students have
excessive, frequent, and/or regular
absences that impact a child’s
receipt of services mandated by
the IEP, including the reason for
the absences and the steps the
provider has taken to address such
absences

Welcome to the Winter 2016 edition of the Special Edition, the newsletter produced for New
York State Special Education providers.
2015 was an interesting year for special education providers. During 2015 we saw:

○○ The first trend factor for 4410 providers in 7 years. Unfortunately, it was only 2%
○○ A new SEIT methodology based upon services delivered and regional average rates
○○ Continued OSC audits, with the usual suspect of finding including lack of documentation,

○○ Documentation of make-up sessions

non-performance based bonuses, and improper allocation of costs

○○ Records

that include nondirect time (e.g. time spent on
coordination, preparation for and
attendance at CPSE meetings,
travel, etc.)
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○○ The continued closing of special education organizations
○○ A whole string of regulatory changes in special education and EI
○○ The reversal by the New York State Appellate court of the lower court decision that ACTS
members and Nassau County agencies are not subject to EO-38

If you have not yet been lucky enough to get your own personal OSC audit letter, we are
having a seminar on preparing for OSC audits. The seminar will be on March 23, 2016 from
8 am to 12 pm at the Adria Hotel and Conference Center in Bayside, Queens.The seminar
will discuss areas of concern identified by past OSC audits, review best practices in preparing
your agency for when the OSC letter comes, provide guidance on how to implement tighter
controls, and discuss the OSC audit process and what to expect. Please see the back cover of
this Edition for more information. We hope to see you there!
As always, should you have any questions, we can be a resource to you. Please do not hesitate
to give us a call at 631-582-1600.
Sincerely,

Kenneth Cerini, CPA, CFP
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○○ Billing information

Connect with us on

For 2016, we are expecting more of the same with additional trend factors, additional
regulations, a higher number of OSC audits, and additional closures of special education
providers.

Kristina Laino

With the implemation of the new SEIT rate methodology,
during October 2015, the New York State Education
Department issued a Special Education Field Advisory to
provide comprehensive policy guidance relating to SEIT
services. The following summarizes this advisory.
SEIT services must be provided at the child care location
identified by the parent, which is documented as the
“location” for the provision of SEIT services in the IEP.
SEIT services may be provided at an approved or licensed
prekindergarten or Head Start program, a hospital, a State
facility, or a child care location selected by the parent. If
the CPSE determines that the documented medical or
special needs of the preschool child indicate that the child
cannot travel to another site, the child may be entitled
to receive SEIT services in the preschool child’s home.
Except for student specific extenuating health and safety
reasons, SEIT services may not be provided as individual or
group instruction at the site of the approved vendor, unless
the location for services on the IEP is an early childhood
program run by the SEIT provider.
Each SEIT provider establishes a calendar of operations
for not less than 180 days each school year and 30 days
for the summer. Because SEIT services are to be delivered
at the site outlined on the child’s IEP, the calendar of the
regular early childhood program (e.g. Head Start program)
where SEIT services will be provided to the student will
directly impact the delivery of services and related makeups that can be performed. The IEP of the student should
indicate the projected enrollment start date, taking into
consideration the calendar of the regular early childhood
program.
Substitute teachers must be available to provide SEIT
services in the event of a teacher’s absence.

Each approved SEIT provider must have a plan for
supervision of staff that describes the manner and method
of supervision, as well as the staff that each supervisor/
administrator is responsible for.
SEIT providers must perform make-up sessions when
the missed session is attributable to a teacher absence or
an excused student absence, provided that the make-up is
appropriate to the individual student’s needs. Providers
may, but are not required to, make-up sessions for unexcused
student absences. SEIT providers must have a policy and
plan for make-ups that must address:
○○ How the provider will ensure that students with
disabilities are provided make-up sessions for teacher
absences when the provider cannot provide a substitute
teacher
○○ How substitute teachers are informed (e.g., lesson
plans, IEP recommendations) to provide SEIT services
in accordance with the individual needs of the student
○○ How the provider will ensure that make-ups are
performed within a timely manner
○○ Procedures for documenting and reporting excess
student absenteeism
Make-up sessions should be delivered as close in proximity
as possible to the missed session, with make-ups being
performed, unless there is a documented child-specific
reason (e.g. extended illness of the child, natural disaster),
within 30 days of the missed session. SEIT session cannot
be pre-delivered in anticipation of future missed sessions.
Make-ups must be delivered in the same location as the
originally scheduled session, as outlined on the child’s IEP.
If you would like to read the entire 15 page document, it can
be found on our website at http://bit.ly/1RDxTDG.

SEIT providers must maintain the following records to
substantiate the delivery of SEIT services:
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New SEIT Methodology

The new SEIT rates also includes specific rates for groups
of between 1 and 3 SEIT students. The group rate for a
group of 1 is the regional average rate. For groups of 2
or 3, see Chart 2.

New York City Based Agencies

Chart 1
2015-16 Interim Rate
2011-12 Regional Rate w/ 7%
Lower of 2015-16 Interim or
2011-12 Regional Plus 7%
Agency Specific Base Rate
Regional Average 2015-16:
Long Island and NYC

2016
2017
2018
2019

Unless you live under a rock, you know that

the new SEIT reimbursement methodology was recently
issued. As required by Chapter 56 of the Laws of 2014, the
new reimbursement rates are fee based and will phase-in
regional average rates over a period of four years. SED
broke the State into 9 regions with the regional average
rate determined based upon which region the program’s
headquarters is located in. Under the new regulations,
providers are paid a SEIT rate based on the number of halfhour units delivered, provided that the total number of units
delivered does not exceed IEP mandated levels. In the
past, such payments were based upon mandated services,
regardless of whether or not they were delivered. In order
to compensate providers for this discrepancy, SED built in
a 7% absentee factor for the conversion of mandated rates
to delivered rates.
According to SED, a billable unit includes both the ½ hour of
direct service time as well as non-direct services including
coordination of service, preparation for and attendance
at CPSE meetings, parent conferences, classroom
observations, and travel. Based upon SED regulations,
depending on what region you operate in, and the region’s
geographic sparsity, it is projected that these non-direct
services encompass between 28% on the low-end and 34%
to 40% at the high-end, of the time spent in delivering
services. Providers need to make sure, in completing their
CFR’s, that they consider both the direct and non-direct time
in completing CFR-4, otherwise average salaries paid to
SEIT staff will be high. In developing the SEIT rates, SED
excluded $5 million of SEIT teacher salaries and related
fringes as SED determined the SEIT staff compensation was
above the regional average for such individuals. Failure by
4
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providers to adjust how they are paying staff, could result
in future disallowances when calculating regional average
rates, resulting in further declines in such rates.
Furthermore, in developing the SEIT rates, SED determined
that all supervising teachers should be classified as nondirect (position title code 518), regardless of how much of
their time is spent in a supervising capacity. For all tuition
based programs, a supervisor will still be considered direct
(code 215), if they spend at least 75% of their time in a
direct teaching capacity and no more than 25% of their time
in a supervisory capacity. The new SEIT methodology also
reduces the allowable non-direct care screen from 30% to
25% for SEIT providers only. SED’s rationale is that SEIT
providers do not have the same rent costs that tuition based
programs do, so the non-direct care cost level does not need
to be as high for SEIT providers.
To calculate your SEIT rate, compare your 2015-16 interim
rate (using actual rate including cents) with the 201112 regional rate adjusted for the 7% attendance factor,
if your interim rate is lower, adjust the interim rate by
the 7% attendance factor (divide by .93) and if the 201112 attendance adjusted regional rate is lower, you do not
adjust your 2015-16 interim rate. This is your agency
specific base rate. You then deduct the appropriate 2015-16
regional average rate (with cents) from your base rate. This
difference will be phased in over 4 years, adding 85% of
the difference to the 2015-16 regional average rate in fiscal
2016, 60% in fiscal 2017, 30% in fiscal 2018, and by 2019
you will receive the regional average rate. Please see
Chart 1 for examples.

Agency Specific Rate
Agency Specific Rate
Agency Specific Rate
Regional Rate

Example

A

46.50
47.92
46.50
50.00

46.48

49.47
48.59
47.54
46.48

Example

B

49.00
47.92
47.92
47.92

46.48

47.70
47.34
46.91
46.48

Rounded
2016
2017
2018
2019

Agency Specific Rate
Agency Specific Rate
Agency Specific Rate
Regional Rate

49
49
48
46

48
47
47
46

While you will still be required to file a cost report,
the 2015-16 rates will not be subject to reconciliation,
however any unspent funds must be retained and spent
in future years on allowable costs pursuant to the
Reimbursable Cost Manual in effect for the year in which
the expenses are incurred. Distributions to owners
and repayment of back liabilities are not expenses. If
the 2015-16 rate year is audited, and disallowances are
determined, such disallowances would be recouped,
however, such disallowances would not impact future
rates as they would have in the past.
Finally, the 7% attendance factor is significantly lower
than what most agencies are experiencing. As a result,
if they do not adjust the rate they are paying their SEIT
teachers to accommodate for the lower collections, this
could result in financial losses for the agency.
We understand the new methodology is not easy. If you
have any questions about the new methodology, please
do not hesitate to call us and we would be happy to walk
you through it.

In Example A, the 2015-16 regional rate is lower than
the attendance adjusted 2011-12 regional rate, resulting
in the agency specific rate being the 2015-16 interim rate
adjusted for the 7% attendance factor. In Example B the
2015-16 interim rate is greater, therefore the agency does
not get the 7% attendance factor.

Chart 2

Group SEIS Rates
Group Regional Rate
One Student in
Attendence

Group Regional Rate
Two Students in
Attendence

Group Regional Rate
Three Students in
Attendence

LI/NYC

$46

$68

$90

Hudson Valley

$40

$58

$78

Capital District

$36

$52

$69

North Country

$32

$48

$60

Mohawk Valley/
Central/Southern Tier

$33

$50

$63

Finger Lakes

$34

$50

$66

Western

$32

$48

$63
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multiple position title codes, where a formal allocation
methodology is not used in place of a time study. For
example, an employee charged exclusively to program
code 605 (office worker) would not need a time study,
as the CFR requires 600 level staff to be allocated
utilizing the ratio value method. Similarly, a speech
therapist allocated to the various programs based upon
RS data outlined on SED-4 would similarly not need a
time study, unless a portion of their time was allocated
to evaluations or early intervention, in which case the
time study would be essential to determine the proper
allocation of their time.
○○ Employment agreements and pay scales were not
developed and maintained by the provider. Every
employee should have in their personnel file, a document
signed by the employee and provider outlining the
employee’s title, their status (exempt vs. non-exempt),
their hours/schedule, and their compensation. Any
time there is a change in any of these factors, a new
agreement (payroll change form) should be signed. In
addition, the RCM requires all providers to maintain a
pay schedule that outlines salary ranges utilized by the
provider based upon such factors as job-title, years of
experience, education and training, etc. All employed
staff should be in compliance with the pay scale utilized
by the provider.
Other than Personal Service Costs: Areas of concern were
outlined in such areas as:
In November 2015, the New York City Office of the Auditor
General, the audit arm of the New York City Board of
Education, spoke to the Coalition of Children with Special
Needs regarding establishing proper controls and some of
the findings that they encountered during the course of their
audits. The audit protocols put in place by the OAG are very
similar to those followed by the OSC, so areas of concern
and findings outlined by the OAG, are similar to the types
of issues you can expect from an OSC audit. In any event,
whether audited by the OSC, OAG, or other municipality, it
is important to understand what they are looking at, to help
ensure that you are in compliance before they come to visit.
The OAG outlined the following as areas where they have
had findings:
General Ledger Maintenance: The RCM requires providers
to maintain their accounting records on a program by
program basis throughout the year. As transactions occur
they should be properly posted to the appropriate SED
program contemporaneously. This helps to ensure the
integrity of the accounting records throughout the year.
Recording all transactions to a single general ledger account
throughout the year, and then allocating them to the various
programs at year-end, raises concerns about the financial
data in the mind of the OAG.
6
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Posting of Transactions: It is extremely important that costs
are appropriately recorded to the correct general ledger
account, as that frequently determines how such costs are
allocated. If repairs and maintenance costs are erroneously
recorded to supplies, that could result in expenses being
misposted to the wrong program or misclassified between
direct and non-direct.
Personal Service Costs: To properly support personal
service costs, a provider should have:
○○ Attendance records showing the hours staff members
worked signed by the employee’s supervisor.
Electronic attendance records are fine as long as they
have supervisor approval (most software provides for
supervisor release after it has been reviewed). For the
executive director, the attendance record should be
signed by the providers controller, compliance officer,
or similar position.
○○ Contemporaneous time tracking or quarterly time
studies showing the program and/or the position title
code where the employee spent their time. This time
analysis should at a minimum be prepared by any
staff member that is charged to more than one funder,
entity, or program, or by any employee charged to

○○ Services provided by consultants lacked a corresponding
contract, the invoice did not appropriately detail the
services provided, dates and hours of service, the rates
charged, etc.
○○ Employee expense reimbursement did not contain
original invoices supporting such reimbursement
○○ Expenses were recorded in the wrong period. The
CFR requires the accrual basis of accounting whereby
expenses are recorded when incurred not when the
invoice is received or bill paid
○○ Rent costs were inappropriately charged because they
were not supported by leases approved by SED or did
not reflect actual space utilized (in cases of shared
space)
○○ Related party transactions were not reflected at actual
cost incurred by the related party
○○ Personal expenditures (such as meals and travel) were
inappropriately charged to administrative costs

○○ SEIT providers were not appropriately tracking student
absences
○○ Providers were not complying with RDNA requirements
In addition to the areas of noncompliance, the OAG outlined
certain other issues that they wanted to make providers aware
of. The presentation discussed what should be included in
employee personnel files and the need to maintain separate
files for non-public information such as employee health
records, investigations, etc. It also discussed a couple of
other topics of interest to providers:
Interest Expense: Providers can borrow money from insiders,
less-than-arms-length, or from independent sources, armslength. The rules are different for the two. Under an armslength loan, the RCM limits the allowable interest to prime
plus one percent. If a provider cannot obtain interest at
that rate or lower, the provider must demonstrate good faith
efforts through documentation supporting annual attempts
to obtain the most competitive rate available by requesting
quotes from at least three lending institutions. If the rates
are above prime plus one, we recommend that you notify
your accountant at rate setting and get pre-approval. If the
debt is less-than-arms-lengths, you must get SED approval
for the interest to be allowable, and the interest rate will
be limited to prime. You will need to show SED that you
attempted to obtain financing from arms-length sources but
were unable or the interest rate is higher than that provided
by the LTAL source.
Piercing the Corporate Veil: Many providers incorporate,
or establish a PLLC, in order to limit their personal
liability in running an agency (whether for profit or
nonprofit). It should be noted that an individual can lose
their corporate protection if they comingle personal and
corporate resources, treating the corporation’s resources as
an extension of their own. In such an instance, the City
has gotten the Law Department involved to recoup funds
personally from organizational owners or management and
have also asked the Attorney General’s office to review
findings and consider appropriate action in the case of fiscal
wrongdoing.
Much of this may sound repetitive, however, these are some
of the areas that keep tripping up the sector as report after
report issued by regulatory agencies points out. If providers
can learn from historical findings and implement strong
controls and procedures regarding safeguarding of assets,
documentation, and efficient operations, they will do well.
If not, I guess we’ll read about it in the newspaper.

Attendance Records:
○○ Students attendance records, such as start and end dates
certified on the CMR differed from internal records
Cerini & Associates, LLP. - Special ED-ition
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Upcoming Seminar:

Preparing for an OSC Audit
presented by

When:
March 23, 2016 8am to 12pm

Where:
Adria Hotel and Conference Center
221-17 Northern Blvd,
Bayside, NY 11361

This is a free seminar. Breakfast will be served.
Connect with us on

Limited Seating
RSVP by March 15, 2016
Lula Lukasiewicz, Marketing Coordinator
Phone: (631) 868-1117
Email: lulal@ceriniandassociates.com

Accounting • Auditing • CFR Preparation and Planning • Financial Modeling • Assistance with OSC Audits
Forensic Accounting • Internal Audit Services • Litigation Support • Management Consulting
Operational & Internal Control Reviews • Policy and Procedure Reviews • PC based Accounting & Data Systems
Strategic Business Planning • Tax Planning and Preparation • Third Party Contract Negotiations
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